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I hope everyone had a
great Easter Break. Sorry I
missed all of the show activities, but I went to Destin Florida with my family to enjoy
spring break. While there, we
visited the National Naval
Aviation Museum in Pensacola, FL. The museum is the
world’s largest Naval Aviation
museum and one of the mostvisited museums in the state
of Florida. There are more
than 150 beautifully restored
aircraft representing Navy,
Marine Corps, and Coast
Guard Aviation. These historic
and one-of-a-kind aircraft are
displayed both inside the
Museum’s nearly 350,000
square feet of exhibit space
and outside on its 37-acre
grounds. If you are in the area
it is a must visit museum.
On the way back to
Miramar Beach we stopped
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MEETING NOTICE
Every Fourth Wednesday

April 24, 2019
7:30-10:00 PM
Thomas Edison
High School
5801 Franconia Road
Alexandria, VA
Room E-112

PAINTER’S CLUB
Every Third Saturday

May 18, Saturday
12:00-4:00 PM
Small Conf Room
Mason District Gov. Center/
Police Station
6507 Colombia Pike
Annandale, VA 22003
Fairfax County.Gov

at Fort Pickens, a pentagonal
historic United States military
fort on Santa Rosa Island
across the bay from Pensacola Naval Air Station. It is
named after American Revolutionary War hero Andrew
Pickens. The fort was completed in 1834 and remained
in use until 1947. Fort Pickens is included within the Gulf
Islands National Seashore,
and as such, is administered
by the National Park Service.
The beaches on the Gulf Island National Seashore are
absolutely stunning. In the
coming months I'll do a detailed write-up of both the
Naval Aviation Museum and
Fort Pickens.
To those who attended
and displayed your works at
MFCA and the NOVA IMPMS
shows congrats, you all represented the club in fine fashion. Also thanks to all of the

Parade Ground participants
from the March meeting, we
always enjoy seeing your
works and hearing from our
members who present during
the meetings. Of course, we
are always looking for interesting subjects to learn about,
so sign up with Dave. I look
forward to seeing you all at
the April club meeting. Stay
healthy and happy!
Paint On!
Burt K. Thompson
NCMSS Cmdr.
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CLUB NEWS
MEETING MINUTES

(3) Shelved for now is the
idea of holding a Hospitality
Suite this year pending finances. Recommendations included raising the entry fee to
$10.00, not having any
“freebies” for attendees, reserving a 20 room block instead of the previous 10, and
negotiating room costs down.
(4) In order to promote publicity for the show at the upcoming MFCA and Model Classic
shows, it was decided to hold
a vote on whether to proceed.
It was approved and carried
by the club. Jim Richey agreed
to be on point for printing
flyers, and these will be prepared, printed and information added to the website.

27 March 2019
Networking & Setup
[19:00-19:30]
Call to Order
Commander Burt Thompson
started meeting [19:30]

March
MOTM
“Mug-of-the-Month”

Old / New Business
[19:30-19:50]
(1) Burt discussed this year’s
NCMSS Show in September,
recapping some of the issues
regarding last year’s show.
(2) Burt and Darci Hoffman
gave an update on negotiations with the Springfield Hilton as the new venue, including estimated costs. Darci,
gave an update on the club’s
finances, which allow for the
expense. A donation pledge
from Bob Prokop’s company
and others will add a good
cushion. Everyone agreed the
Hilton is a nice venue, with
plenty of space for potential
vendors. There will be also
room for Judging, Awards
Presentations, and possibly
seminars.

Parade Ground
[20:00—2020]
Participants included David
Hoffman, Scotte Turner, Tim
Stormer and Robert Huettner,
who garnered the “Mug of the
Month Award” for March.
Monthly Presentation
[20:25-21:05]

David Hoffman gave an updated presentation on replicated metallics on figures
(see article in this issue). The
previously scheduled speaker
had to postpone until April.
Conclusion
[21:15]
After some final friendly intermember discussions and
review of upcoming events,
the meeting adjourned.
Attendees
David Hoffman, Darci Hoffman, Scotte Turner, Tim
Stormer, Joe Bles, Jim Richey,
Warren Yaun, Darla Yaun,
Burt Thompson, Robert Huettner, Bob Prokop, Jenny Young,
Grant Berry.
Submitted by David Hoffman,
NCMSS Adjutant
<bpchasseur@comcast.net >
240 912-6499

THANK YOU!

“Can we keep him
Sarge?”
by Robert Huettner

We’re near the end of our yearly dues/
membership drive. Thanks to all of you who
have given your time and hard-earned cash!
None of it comes easy and we appreciate your
generosity.
From now until our 58th Annual Show on
September 7 we’ll be posting flyers and handing out business cards at local hobby shops to
get the word out about NCMSS. If you know
someone who would enjoy what the club has to
offer, bring them with you to the next meeting.
If they aren’t in the area, tell them to check out
our Facebook page or NCMSSClub.org. Or, better yet, send them a link to The Dispatch. They
don’t have to be in the area or even in the
country (salutations to our fellows across the
pond) to become a member!

Quarterly Swap
Meet
Held during meetings

Feb
***May***
Aug
Nov

Darci Hoffman
NCMSS Paymaster

Bring items to sell,
swap or give away!
2
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EVENTS

AND

P L AC E S

The National Capital
Model Soldier Society
Member benefits include:








Friendly monthly meetings where we
share our knowledge of history,
painting, and modeling
Monthly guest speakers
Painter’s Club—A monthly opportunity
to get together with other painters to
share tips and techniques
Monthly Dispatch newsletter
The NCMSS Washington Show
Affordable dues

What are you waiting for?

Welcome to the club!

The NCMSS 58th Annual
Show

sional photographs of your
exhibits free of charge. We’re
recruiting a great assortment
of hobby vendors to satisfy all
of your hobby needs. The
awards at last year’s show will
be tough to beat, but we’re
working on raising the bar.
The Northern Virginia Gamers
will be running games. Mamas Boyz, the Washington

Springfield Hilton, 6550 Loisdale Rd, Springfield, VA,
September 7, 2019
Mark your calendar for
our 58th Annual Show! With a
beautiful new venue, this year
promises to be the best yet.
Once again Mike Fleckenstein
will be on hand to take profes3

Ship Model Society and the
model railroaders will be
there to display their cars,
ships, and trains.
The Springfield Hilton
has provided a large block of
comfortable rooms at a very
competitive rate. Make sure
to reserve your room before
they disappear. We look forward to seeing you there!
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E V E N T S A N D P L AC E S

The National Memorial Day
Concert
West Lawn of the U.S. Capitol,
Washington, D.C.
Sunday, May 26, 2019 at
8:00 p.m. ET
The National Memorial
Day Concert features uplifting
musical performances, documentary footage and dramatic
readings that honor the military service of all our men and
women in uniform and their
families at home. One of PBS’
highest-rated programs, featuring an all-star lineup, the
multi-award-winning television

(CONT…)
open to the public. No tickets
are necessary. Taking the
Metro to the concert site is
strongly advised due to traffic
volume and street closings
put in place for the event. The
nearest stations are Federal
Center SW (Orange/Blue line)
and Union Station (Red line).
General Admission gates
typically open at 5:00 p.m.
The public will not be admitted to the West Lawn of the
Capitol before that time.
Checkpoints will be set up,
and all bags and parcels will
be checked. Guests will be
required to enter through a
metal detector. The gates are
located at the Southwest corner of the Capitol grounds.
There are viewing areas for
the use of guests with disabilities. More details can be
found on the U.S. Capitol Police's website in the Press
Room.

event has become an American tradition.
The concert unites the
country in remembrance and
appreciation of those who
gave their lives for our nation
and serves those who are
grieving through the mission
put forward by Abraham Lincoln in his second inaugural
address, "Let us strive on to
finish the work we are in; to
bind up the nation's wounds;
to care for him who shall have
borne the battle, and for his
widow, and his orphan."
The concert is free and

H O B B Y C A L E N DA R 2 01 9
MAY

 May 9-11 — Armor Modeling and Pres. Society 2019 Intl. Convention, Buffalo, NY
 May 11 — Maryland Automotive Modelers' Assoc Mid-Atlantic NNL, Severna Park, MD
 May 11-12 — Euro Miniature Expo, Leas Cliff Hall, Folkestone, United Kingdom

JUN

 June 1-2 — WonderFest 30 Hobby Expo Louisville, KY
 June 9 — ScottCon 2019, IPMS, Robins AFB, GA

JUL

 July 10-14 — HMGS Historicon National War Gaming Show Lancaster, PA

AUG

 Aug 1-4 — GEN CON The Best Four Days in Gaming Indianapolis, IN
 Aug 7-10 — IPMS-USA National Convention Phoenix, AZ
 Aug 29-Sept 1 — NOVA OPEN Tabletop Wargaming Convention, Crystal City, VA

SEPT

 Sept 7— 58th Annual NCMSS Washington Show & Exhibit Springfield, VA
 Sept 6-8 — JerseyFest Model Kit & Statue Fair Newark, NJ

OCT

 Oct 11-13 — MMSI Chicago Show Military Miniature Society of Illinois, Chicago, IL
 Oct 26-27 -- Great Scale Model Train and Railroad Collectors Show Timonium, MD
 Oct 26 — 22nd International Paper Modelers Convention Sterling, VA

NOV

 (TBD) Nov — LIMMS Long Island Miniature Collectors Society, Freeport, NY

If you know of any upcoming events that you would like people to know about, please contact Adjutant David Hoffman
at bpchasseur@comcast.net and we’ll add the date to our calendar.

4

ScottCon 2019

June 15th
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PARADE GROUND
March “Mug-of-the-Month”
WINNER

March 2019
Parade Ground Participants
Tim Stormer, Robert Huettner,
Scotte Turner, David Hoffman
Photos by Jim Richey

“Can we keep him, Sarge?”
by Robert Huettner

ROBERT HUETTNER
Robert brought one of his most
recent busts of a World War II soldier
holding a dog titled “Can we keep him,
Sarge?” The figure is a tribute to an
actual dog his unit picked up during
Operation Desert Storm and kept as a
mascot. They named him “Scout”, perfect for an armored cavalry unit. Everyone was really touched by this piece
and Robert brought a photo of Scout to
accompany his display at the MFCA
Show. Not only a great story but also
beautifully executed. The dog and wood
on the M1 Garand are particularly well
painted to my eye. Brilliantly done!
Painted in acrylics, he picked up
the figure in England and does not
believe it is commercially available.

5
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PARADE GROUND
TIM STORMER
Tim told the club how he visited an estate giveaway for a lady in
Charlottesville that passed away
and showed some of the books he
picked up that are great hobby
resources. These included a book
to make a paper doll house from
the Victorian era. Although three of
the rooms are missing from the
pages Tim can certainly improvise!
Another book was on dioramas
from the 30s and 40s, that had
templates for making all sorts of
accessories from the era.
Finally, Tim showed a beautiful book on figures that are made
completely from nylon by layering
different colors and stitching them
together. The final products were
extremely realistic and beautiful!
Who knew? More on this outstanding artist including a photo
gallery can be found here: http://
www.lisalichtenfels.net/

D AV I D H O F F M A N
David brought his almost completed Rocroi 1643 project, all the 75mm
figures are completed, he just needs to
complete the most daunting challenge,
a large scratch built flag carried by the
standard bearer in back. Stay tuned!
He also brought in a demo “work
in progress” Roman bust for his
presentation on metallics.

6
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PARADE GROUND
SCOTTE TURNER
Scotte showed a variety of
items, including some of his favorite
football subjects beautifully rendered with great animation. These
again are Tudor Game figures that
Scotte has meticulously re-sculpted
into very nice poses. He added realistic-looking decals as well.
Scotte also brought an Imrie/
Risley factory painted British NCO
from the Napoleonic era and a World
War One mounted German Officer in
need of some immediate surgery he
obtained from a fellow collector. I/R
has some classic figurines. The Napoleonic dancing couple or “Dancing
Hussar” is an old Phoenix figure.
Scotte added the cat he had found
as I nice extra touch.
One of the more unique items
Scotte displayed was an old Verlinden kit of a “Chariot” human torpedo. Can’t wait to see what he does
with this.
Lastly, Scotte brought in some
Nemrod and I&E catalogues that
always provide great reference materials.

7
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SCOTTE’S WORKBENCH
Scotte Turner shared with us his
latest Historex project that he had completed for a client, three mounted figures
from the Neapolitan Army of Joachim
Murat. As he was delivering these figures to the client and they will not make
it to the next Parade Ground, we are
providing some pictures of them here
along with some picture’s of his client’s
extensive collection of figures. Quite a
mix, including some Grassi, additional
Historex (some painted by Scotte), and
Russian painted miniatures. Thanks for
sharing, Scotte!

8
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A L E G E N D PA S S E S : D I C K C O L E , L A S T
D O O L I T T L E R A I D E R S , D I E S AT 103

OF THE

By Stephen Losey
(April 9, 2019 Airforce Times article,
reprinted here with permission)
Retired Lt. Col. Dick Cole, the last
surviving member of the Doolittle Raiders who rallied the nation’s spirit during
the darkest days of World War II, has
passed away.
Tom Casey, president of the Doolittle Tokyo Raiders Association, confirmed
to Air Force Times that Cole died Tuesday morning in San Antonio. His daughter, Cindy Cole Chal, and son, Richard
Cole, were by his side, Casey said.
Cole will be buried at Arlington National Cemetery, Casey said. Memorial
services are also being scheduled at
Joint Base San Antonio-Randolph in Texas.
Cole, who was then-Lt. Col. Jimmy
Doolittle’s co-pilot in the No. 1 bomber
during the daring 1942 raid to strike
Japan, was 103.
The Doolittle Raid was the United
States’ first counterattack on the Japanese mainland after Pearl Harbor. Eighty
U.S. Army Air Forces airmen in 16 modified B-25B Mitchell bombers launched
from the aircraft carrier Hornet, about
650 nautical miles east of Japan, to
strike Tokyo. While it only caused minor
damage, the mission boosted morale on
the U.S. homefront a little more than four
months after Pearl Harbor, and sent a
signal to the Japanese people not only
that the U.S. was ready to fight back but
also that it could strike the Japanese
mainland.
Cole’s influence is still very apparent in today’s Air Force, and he remains
a beloved figure among airmen. In 2016,

Retired Air Force Lt. Col. Richard E. Cole, the last surviving Doolittle Raider, tours a U.S. Navy B-25 Mitchell similar to the aircraft he copiloted. Cole has died at age 103. (Staff Sgt. Vernon Young Jr./Air Force)

he appeared on stage at the Air Force
Association’s Air Space Cyber conference
to announce that the service’s next
stealth bomber, the B-21, would be
named the Raider. Hurlburt Field in Florida in 2017 renamed the building housing the 319th Special Operations Squadron the Richard E. Cole Building.
And when he turned 103 last Sept.
7, Air Force Chief of Staff Gen. Dave
Goldfein and his wife, Dawn, called him
to wish him a happy birthday.
Cole was born and raised in Dayton,
Ohio. In a 2016 interview with HistoryNet.com, Cole said he first became
interested in flying as a
kid, when he would
ride his bicycle to the
Army Air Corps test
base McCook Field and
watch the pilots fly. He
said he enlisted in the
Army Air Corps in November 1940 because
“it was a good job,”
especially in the midst
of the Great Depression, and after finishing training went to the
17th Bombardment
Group at Pendleton,
Oregon.
Retired Air Force Lt. Col. Richard E. "Dick" Cole, co-pilot to Jimmy Doolittle during the April 18,
He was transferred
1942, Doolittle Raid over Tokyo, sits at the controls of a refurbished U.S. Navy B-25 Mitchell
to Columbia, South
displayed at an airshow in Burnet, Texas, in Sept. (Staff Sgt. Vernon Young Jr./Air Force)
9

Carolina, in early February 1942, where
he saw a bulletin board notice seeking
volunteers for a mission. His entire group
put in their names. “Everyone wanted to
go on that mission,” Cole said in a 2017
Air Force release.
Cole, who was then 26 years old,
trained at Eglin Air Field in Florida for the
secret raid. “We were confined to base,
in isolated barracks, and told not to talk
about our training,” Cole told HistoryNet.
“We knew it would be dangerous, but
that’s all.”
The B-25 typically needed about
3,000 feet to take off, Cole said, but they
trained to get airborne in 500 feet. And
when future Navy Admiral Henry Miller
started teaching them how to take off
from a carrier, they guessed they were
headed to the Pacific to take the fight to
Japan.
Then-2nd. Lt. Cole became Doolittle’s co-pilot by chance, when the pilot he
had been training with fell ill. Doolittle’s
intended co-pilot also became unable to
fly.
The B-25s were stripped of all excess equipment, including their bombsights and lower turrets, and loaded up
with extra fuel tanks that doubled capacity to about 1,100 gallons. They left port
from Alameda, California, on April 2,
1942, and two days later were told they
would strike Tokyo.
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A LEGEND PASSES: DICK COLE

A B-25 Mitchell takes off from the aircraft carrier Hornet for the Doolittle Raid over Tokyo April 18, 1942. (Courtesy of
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio)

“We were pretty excited — above all,
happy to know what we were going to
do,” Cole said. “Things quieted down as
people began to realize what they were
getting into.”
After the Navy ran into a Japanese
picket ship, Navy Adm. William “Bull”
Halsey decided to launch the mission
earlier than planned. Conditions were
rough, Cole told HistoryNet — water came
over the bow, and the planes started to
slip around the deck. But the wind about
doubled the carrier speed of 20 to 35
knots, which helped the planes get airborne.
They reached Japan after a little
more than four hours, flying at an altitude averaging roughly 200 feet, Cole
said. When Doolittle and Cole neared
Tokyo, it was bright and sunny. Doolittle
pulled up to 1,500 feet, and bombardier
Fred Braemer — then a staff sergeant —
dropped the bombs. Cole said they “got
jostled around a bit by anti-aircraft” fire,
but didn’t think they got hit.
Doolittle’s crew intended to land in
Chuchow, China, fuel up, and continue to
Western China, but they hit a snag. They
ran into a severe rainstorm with lightning. Cole said the Chinese also heard
their engines and thought they were
Japanese, so they turned off the electric
power to the lights. The crew had no
choice but to fly until they ran out of gas
and then bail out, he said.
Cole’s parachute got stuck on a
pine tree, 12 feet above the ground.
After freeing himself, he walked west to
a Chinese village. Cole rejoined the rest
of the crew, who also bailed out successfully, and they were picked up by Chinese
troops.

He continued serving in the ChinaBurma-India Theater until June 1943,
and then volunteered for Project 9,
which led to the creation of the 1st Air
Commando Group.
Cole said that Doolittle feared his
audacious mission had failed, because
all planes and some of his airmen were
lost. Three airmen died bailing out, and
eight others were captured by the Japanese.
But in 2016, Cole said the raid was
“a turning point in the war.” Though the
16 bombers didn’t cause much damage,
their actions prompted the Japanese to
pull back its forces from Australia and

(CONT…)
India to shore up the Central Pacific, he
said, and they transferred two carriers to
Alaska, where they thought the raid had
originated, which evened the odds for
the Navy at Midway.
“Japanese naval forces were at a
disadvantage from then on,” Cole said.
The raid also had two other goals,
Cole said: First, to show the Japanese
people that despite what their leaders
told them, Japan could be bombed from
the air. And second, “to give the Allies,
and particularly the United States, a
morale shot in the arm.”
Cole and the other Raiders received
the Distinguished Flying Cross, and Doolittle received the Medal of Honor.
“He deserved a lot more,” Cole said
of Doolittle. When asked what he
thought of his commander, Cole said,
“the highest order of respect from one
human being to another.”
When Cole retired, his list of decorations included the DFC with two oak leaf
clusters, the Bronze Star, and the Air
Force Commendation Medal. In 2014,
President Obama presented Cole and
three other Raiders the Congressional
Gold Medal at the White House.
But Cole said the Raiders didn’t feel
like heroes.
“We were just doing our job, part of
the big picture, and happy that what we
did was helpful,” Cole said.
David Lauterborn of HistoryNet.com
contributed to this report.

Airmen with Crew No. 1 (Plane 40-2344), 34th Bombardment Squadron, U.S. Army Air Forces, were among those who conducted the
Doolittle Raid over Tokyo on April 18, 1942. They are, from left: Lt. Henry A. Potter, navigator; Lt. Col. James H. Doolittle, pilot; Staff
Sgt. Fred A. Braemer, bombardier; Lt. Richard E. Cole, co-pilot; and Staff Sgt. Paul J. Leonard, engineer-gunner. (Air Force)

10
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Notables...

WORTHY READS
FROM THE HOFFMAN FAMILY LIBRARY

Norse Mythology

A reviewer for The Guardian said of Gaiman, “...he
simply tells us the story, and
tells it well.” But then they go
on to say, “What finally left
me feeling dissatisfied is,
paradoxically, the pleasant,
ingratiating way in which he
tells it. These gods are not
only mortal, they’re a bit banal. They talk a great deal, in
a conversational tone that
descends sometimes to
smart-ass repartee. This chattiness will be familiar to an

By Neil Gaiman, 299 pages.
W.W. Norton & Company, New
York/London , 2017
“If not quite a storytelling god,
Gaiman has certainly made
himself its rock star. ”
— The Washington Post

Treasures from the Gettysburg National
Park Museum and Visitor Center
Illustrations by Keith Rocco
For more information on the artist
and his work, visit

KeithRocco.com

Artist
Preservation Group

Whether you’ve long
been interested in Norse mythology or have only recently
been exposed to it through
the show “Vikings”, this is the
book for you! After its first few
pages of simple, direct prose I
was hooked. One appealing
aspect of Gaiman’s book is
the humor. I audibly laughed
at more than one passage.
The Washington Post
gave the book a favorable
review, noting the characters
“...speak a bit like comic-book
superheroes”. It’s inevitable
that Marvel movie characters
come to mind when you read
this book. Instead, I did my
best to imagine sitting by a
9th century Viking longhouse
fire listening to the tales being
told. That frame of mind
made the stories infinitely
more meaningful.

...for no other reason than it
made me smile...
audience accustomed to animated film and graphic narrative, which have grown heavy
with dialogue, and in which
disrespect is generally treated
as a virtue. But it trivializes,
and I felt sometimes that this
vigorous, robust, goodnatured version of the mythos
gives us everything but the
very essence of it, the heart.”
Because I enjoyed the
book, I dismissed this some-

what negative take on it as
being a bit pretentious...until I
realized the reviewer was
none other than the legendary
author Ursula K Le Guin. Far
be it from me to disagree with
a seven time Hugo Award and
six time Nebula Award winning author. I stand corrected.
Still, even though it’s
flawed, I enjoyed the book
and would recommend it to a
friend...for no other reason
than it made me smile.
—Darci H.

NEW from Nocturna Models
Nocturna Models of Alcorcón, Madrid is offering two new nicely sculpted
70mm resin figures: Thor and Loki. They’re 50,00€ each (about $56.00)
not including shipping. Click the pictures for more information.

“The Artist Preservation Group is a gathering of
like-minded historical artists whose mission is
to...aide in the preservation and restoration of
threatened historical sites and/or artifacts.”
For more information on how you can help,
make a donation, or become a member, visit
the Artist Preservation Group website.
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I NDIAN R ANKS , E TC .
By Mike Thomas

It occurred to me that there are several
Indian (language) words that may be unfamiliar to my fellow club members across “The
Pond”. Here, therefore, is a short glossary of
rank equivalents as well as the names of
items of clothing.
Indian Cavalry

British Cavalry

Risaldar-Major

Captain

Risaldar

Lieutenant

Jemadar

2nd Lieutenant

Kot-Daffadar

Troop Sergeant Major

Daffadar

Sergeant

Lance Daffadar

Corporal

Acting Lance Daffadar

Lance Corporal

Sowar

Trooper

Equivalent Ranks (Indian/British)
Some infantry ranks were slightly different. A corporal was known as a “naik”, while
a lance-corporal was a “lance-naik”. An ordinary ranker was called a “sepoy”, a rank
which today is not employed by the modern
Indian Army, presumably because of the colonial connections. A private soldier in the Indian Army is referred to as a “jaiwan”.
It is worth noting that there were no high
native ranks in the BIA. The highest rank that
could be attained by an Indian was RisaldarMajor, although rulers of the Princely States
could be given honorary ranks, such as
“Commandant” and for which there was no
equivalent within the British Army rank structure.

KURTA: A loose fitting frock or blouse, as
worn by Indian Cavalry sometimes slit
at the sides, otherwise at the front and
back
LUNGI: A word used to describe the Indian
headdress, tied looser than the turban. The words Pagri and Sofa have
the same meaning.
MULTANI MATTI: A clay coloured ochre dye
use for breeches of some cavalry regiments, an example being the 15th
Bengal Cavalry.
PAG (Pug): Cloth tied over the head beneath
the turban, worn by Sikhs, the colour
being red or white.
PALLOO (Paloo) (Palia): The failing ends of the
Lungi and Kummerbund.
POSHTEEN: The sheepskin coat, worn with
the hair inside, the outside often heavily embroidered.
PUGRI (Pagri), (Puggree): Word used for a
turban, but usually meaning the scarf
wound round the helmet.
PUTTEE (Putties): Cloth strips worn round the
legs. Dark blue, black, green, and khaki putties were worn by Indian Cavalry.
PYJAMAS (Pgjamas): The loose-fitting trousers
worn by Indian Cavalry before 1900.
SAFA: A word used to describe the cavalry
headdress. Meaning as Lungi and
Pagri.
SALOO: A thin muslin cloth.
TULWAR: The curved native sword with a
scimitar shaped blade.
TURBAN: A close fitting headdress, tightly
tied, as worn by Sikhs.
[NB. Alternative spellings are given in parenthesis.]

Glossary of Indian Clothing Terms
ALKHALAK (Alkalak): A long coat worn by
horsemen, an example being the circular fronted garments worn by the Bodyguards
CHAPKAN: A coat
CHAPPLIS: Native sandals
CHARJAMA: The native saddlecloth
KUMMERBAND (Kamarband): The waist sash
worn by Indian Cavalry
KHAKI: From the Persian word for dust or
earth. Khaki uniform was first worn by
The Queen’s Own Corps of Guides
KULLAH: A pointed cap worn by Mussalmans
and Jets, the turban being worn round
the cap

“Punjabi Mahommedan wearing lungi bound round a red or gold
kullah” from the 1911 Encyclopædia Britannica, Volume 14
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Washington Ship Model Society
WSMS was founded in 1929 and is the
oldest continuously active ship model club
in the United States. Visit their website at
DCShipModelSociety.org

8803 Orchard Tree Lane
Towson, MD

Phone: (410) 561-6324
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BRITISH INDIAN UNIFORMS
NAME OF UNIT: 1st. Duke of York's Own Bengal Lancers, Full Indian Dress
Date: ca. 1900
Nationality: British India
Type of unit: Cavalry, Lancers

UNIFORM DETAILS
1. Headgear:
Turban (lungi): left side black, right side and tail (palloo) black,
gold, light blue and yellow stripes (latter two thicker than the rest).
Gold fringing to the tail. Kulla, scarlet with gold wire filigree work.
Tail of palloo sticks up, ending in gold fringe.
2. Jacket/tunic:
(a) Base colour/design: Canary yellow kurta.
(b) Facings: Black velvet collar and cuffs.
(c) Piping details: Collar, cuffs and decorations down the front,
gold wire on red cloth backings. Black piping on the back
seams and the sleeves.
(d) Further details (buttons, etc.): Steel shoulder chains on black
cloth with gold rank insignia. Gold buttons.
3. Trousers:
Jodpurs, white
4. Boots:
Black
5. Accoutrements:
Cummerbund: black with the tail as described for the lungi.
Pouch belt: gold with black central silk stripe; silver pickers and
chains, silver scrolls. Silver pouch. Waist belt gold, with black silk
central stripe and frosted gold plate.
6. Weapons:
Steel sword, scabbard. Gold sword knot.
7. Horse furniture:
(a) Harness details: Brown leather bridle with brass buckles, 'D'
rings and bosses.
(b) Shabaque: Brown leather saddle and wallets (no shabraque
and no valise carried)
(c) Any additional details Sword carried in a "frog" on the left hand
side, to saddle rear.
8. Notes:
(a) The alkhalak collur for the officers was a brighter yellow – described as ‘canary yellow’ – than that for the lower ranks,
which was a distinct ‘mustard’ yellow shade.
(b) The Indian form of dress could also be worn by British officers
and an example of this can be seen in the National Army Museum in London in Chelsea. There are also examples of such
things as the mess jacket which are in the Indian Army Memorial room at Sandhurst, where the Brits train their officer corps.
The other form of dress worn by B.O.s was very similar to the
British cavalry uniforms, with a plastron front – in different colours for each regiment. For Skinner’s Horse, for example, this
was black velvet. The only major difference was the use of a white foreign service helmet with brass fitments in place of the
normal British service cap.
(c) The regiment was originally raised as the !st Bengal Irregular Cavalry by one Captain James Skinner (hence the title). He was
a very unusual man as he married an Indian high cast lady and was himself the product of a mixed marriage – something
almost unknown in those days. The Regiment was also known as “Sikander Sahib’s Yellow Boys”, from the colour of their
uniforms. “Sikander” was a corruption of “James”. There are some interesting paintings in the NAM showing the regiment
at exercise as well as attending a ‘durbar’ (gathering of chieftains).
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BRITISH INDIAN UNIFORMS
NAME OF UNIT: Commandant, Bikaner Ganga Risala
Date: 1897
Nationality: British India, Bikaner Princely State
Type of unit: Camel corps

UNIFORM DETAILS
1. Headgear:
Turban of light crimson, with gold stripes. Aigrette and fan gold,
but fan may have been red.
2. Jacket/tunic:
(a) Base colour/design: Kurta of white, or very light cream;
shoulder straps of red, edged with gold. The coloured illustration is too yellow.
(b) Facings: Red collar and cuffs.
(c) Piping details: Gold lace on the collar top and around the cuff
tops in an intricate pattern.
(d) Further details (buttons, etc.): Red cummerbund with gold
Kashmir pattern hanging ends.
3. Trousers:
White breeches
4. Boots:
Black boots, steel spurs
3. Trousers:
White breeches
5. Accoutrements:
Waist belt is scarlet edged, gold lace, with gilt buckle. Gauntlets
are white.
6. Weapons:
Steel sword and scabbard with gold sword knot. The sword belt
is scarlet edged gold lace; gilt buckle. Sword carried in a frog
attached to the belt.
7. Notes:
(a) Sources given as:
Navy and Army Illustrated
Tradition Magazine
Artwork of Lance Cattermole
Journal of the Society for Army Historical Research
(b) Bikaner was one of more than 500 of the so-called “Princely
States”. Many of these were very small, less than 25 square
miles. Bikaner, however, was one of the larger states and
had its own all-arms army. The rulers of these states were
semi-autonomous but were subject to the Indian Central
Government (after the 1854 Mutiny, when control was passed from the East India Company to the British Government).
The men of this army continued to be recruited from within Bikaner state. For the Ganga Risala, which was formally raised
in 1889 as six companies of 500 men marked as Imperial Service Troops. The order and training of the Bikaner army had
not changed by much in 500 years of history; a centrally raised force of cavalry, artillery, infantry, camel cavalry and camel
artillery, which was augmented from the quotas contributed by the Rajput chieftains of Bikaner. In 1933 the Bikaner army
included: The Dungar Lancers, The Ganga Risala, The Sadul Light Infantry, The Bijay Battery, Motorised Machine Gun Section and State Band.
The Bikaner Camel Corps, along with the irregular troops of the Jaisalmer Risala, became the 13 Grenadiers of the Indian
Army and saw action during the 1965 and 1971 wars. Subsequently this unit was converted into regular infantry while the
camels became part of the Border Security Force (BSF). The BSF continues to use camels for patrolling the desert portions
of the border with Pakistan.
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THE FAMOUS CODEX MANESSE
The other night I read the Osprey
Men-at-Arms #523 Armies of the Medieval Italian Wars 1125-1325. There were
numerous black & white pictures from
source material that I would have preferred to see in color. The Osprey referenced “Miniatures from the Codex Manesse, available digitally from the Heidelberg University Library. Intrigued, I went
to my computer and entered the address. I was surprised to find heraldic
treasure from the 14th century.
The "Codex Manesse", also known
as the "Great Heidelberg Book of Songs",
was created around 1300 CE and updated around 1340 CE in Zurich. It is the
most comprehensive collection of ballads and epigrammatic poetry in Middle
High German language.
The manuscript is famous for its
glorious colorful full-page illustrations. It
consists of 426 parchments leaves, each
35,5 x 25 cm, double-sided. It contains
almost 6,000 verses from 140 poets.
For each poet, a portrait is shown, followed by the text of their works. The
entries are ordered approximately by the
social status of the poets, starting with
the Holy Roman Emperor Henry VI
(1165–1197), King Conrad the Young
(1252–1268), and King Wenceslaus of
Bohemia (1271–1305), down through
dukes, counts, and knights, to the commoners. Wikipedia has a convenient list
of the poets in the order they appear in
the Codex.
Some of the nobles portrayed are
shown in full armor in their heraldic colors and devices, often jousting or in single combat with sword and shield, and
sometimes in actual battle. The oldest
poets represented in the manuscript had
been dead for more than a century at the
time of the compilations, while others
were contemporaries. Some images are
inspired by the biography of the person
depicted, but some designs just draw
their motif from the poet's name, while
others draw on imagery from their lyrics.
A facsimile copy of the Codex Manesse can be purchased from a company called Ziereis Facsimiles for the paltry
sum of $8,130.00. The company describes the original as ... “not only a true
treasure of German literature and medieval history, but also and in particular of
Gothic book painting”. In 2010 the University Heidelberg published the full Codex Manesse digitally allowing the world
to enjoy this famous resource for free.
—David H.

“Northern Virginia Gamers (NOVAG) is one of
the Washington D.C. Metropolitan area's
oldest and most respected hobby gaming
organizations. Started in 1986, we have
consistently provided a focal point for gamers
in the Capital area for almost three decades.”
For more info on Northern Virginia Gamers,
visit their website at NOVAG.org

HMGS JOIN TODAY

Henry I, Count of Anhalt (c. 1170 – 1252)

YOUR MINIATURES
YOUR RULESETS
YOUR WARGAMES
YOUR SOCIETY
Visit the Historical Miniatures Gaming
Society website at HMGS.org

THE MODEL CELLAR

Herr Ulrich von Liechtenstein (ca. 1200 – January 26, 1275)
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We produce a range of figures, busts,
and accessories with a special interest
in The Great War, 1914-1918
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THE FAMOUS CODEX MANESSE

(CONT...)

Birch Tree Enterprises
First Choice in Display Bases
Herr Walther von Klingen

John I, Duke of Brabant (c. 1252 – 1294)

Walther von Metze

John Jefferies
Phone: (516) 662-5281 E-mail: birchtreejohn@aol.com

Mike Fleckenstein
Photographer
mikefphoto.com

Hartman von Aue

Albrecht Marshall von Rapperswill

Graf Friedrich von Leiningen

Herzog Heinrich von Breslau

Heinrich von Frauenberg

König Tyro von Schotten (King Tyro of Scotland and Fridebrant his son)
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KIT INSPECTION
Review by Mike Thomas

Constantine the Great
Manufacturer: Art Girona
Order code: H.47
Scale/Size: 54mm
Designer: Adriano Laruccia

Towards the end of the 3rd century AD it
because obvious that Rome was in a bad
way. Emperors rarely lasted more than a few
years, some not even months. There were
also pressures along the frontiers with almost
continuous ‘barbarian’ invasions. The Empire
had simply grown too big. An economy that
depends on slave labour must continually
expand to acquire more workers, which in
turn demands a bigger army to garrison the
new lands. By the reign of the emperor Diocletian the Roman Empire was a virtual police
state and the army was a hereditary caste,
son following father into the ranks. The army
was also huge, some 450,000 men
(Augustus’ army was only two thirds of that
number). Diocletian tried something new. He
split the empire into two halves, eastern and
western. Each half was ruled by an
“Augustus”, with a deputy known as the
“Caesar”. When the first died, the second
would take his place and then choose his
own deputy. Sounds like a great system, but it
would only work if everyone agreed to the

smooth change over.
Constantine didn’t! He wanted to rule the
lot and eventually succeeded. He reigned for
31 years (306-337 AD), which is substantially
more than many of those before him. He is
also known as the first Christian Emperor. At
the Battle of the Milvian Bridge just outside
Rome he claimed to have had a vision of the
cross, with the words “In hoc signo vincit” (‘In
this sign, conquer’). He had his soldiers paint
the ‘chi-rho’ sign on their shields (the first two
letters of the Greek word ‘Christos’, i.e.
Christ). We still see this in churches today, it
looks like a X superimposed on an P.
OK, on to the kit. Constantine was by all
accounts a bit of a bruiser, thick-set and of
considerable bulk and this kit conveys this
perfectly. There are several portrait busts
known and the facial features here have
been well captured. The 12 parts are all crisply cast and fit together well, with large locating lugs for the arms, etc. One of the parts is
a nondescript base, which is a bit of a waste
of metal. Some marble pavement would have
been welcome.
Constantine is holding his helmet under
one arm. This is of a type known as a ridge
helmet, this one is of a sub-type called a
“Deurne”. A few of these are known, but there
is no direct evidence that Constantine ever
wore one – but what the heck, this is too
good a bauble not to use it. The helm is gold
plated with a series of glass paste ‘jewels’
attached. It is of the period, however.
The voluminous cloak here may not be
too much of a problem if attached before
painting, although I think that I would rather
paint the back of the figure and the inside of
the cloak before attaching the latter.
In short, a very nice kit that, to my
knowledge, no-one has tackled before. Highly
recommended, I would say. —MT

Detail, Quality and Authenticity
Since 1893

The Lost Battalion
History in Miniatures
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P A I N T I N G M E TA L L I C S : A R M O R , A R M S , L AC I N G
Presentation by David Hoffman
I’ll be sharing the tips and tricks of
working with metallic paints that I’ve
learned over the past few years.
On tiny figures or flats, non-metallic
painting techniques can be effective, but
replicating the look of metal on larger
figures without using metallic paints is
difficult for the majority of us to achieve.
The properties of metallic paints help
you achieve the look you’re going for, but
they are by no means a quick & easy
alternative. You still have to apply highlights, shading, and weathering just as
you do in painting clothing.

Some Painting Basics
Here are some painting tips that will
help you avoid problems as you begin to
paint with metallics.
 Keep separate brushes for your
metallic paints. It is VERY hard to
get the metallic flakes out of a
brush and you don’t want them to
end up in your non-metallic painting. As your regular brushes wear
out, you can move them to metallic jar instead of the trash.
(Depending on the paint, I tend to
either flow the paint on or scrub it
in, especially in highlighting, and
a good point isn't as necessary
except for very fine details, for
which I will use a cheaper brush.
 Keep a “metallics only” set of
thinner and solvents.
 Mask off non-metal areas (cloth,
flesh, etc.) of the figure to avoid
“pollution” or paint the metallic
areas first. You can also paint
metallic pieces separately if detachable.
 Research using real examples,
but understand that realism
means accurately depicting wear
and weathering (patina, rust, etc.)
rather than maintaining a polished & spotless museum quality.

Achieving the Look of Metal
For this presentation I focused on
the techniques and mediums that work
best for me.
First I discussed the technique of
polishing and staining a metal figure’s
base metal. I then described using metallic paints to achieve the look of various types of plate armor, bronze, ring
mail, and gold & silver metallic lacing on
all types of kits. Throughout I discussed
finishes such as bluing, weathering, patinas, and clear-coating.

White metal kit prior to polishing.

Polishing and Staining a Metal Kit
Polishing and staining a metal kit
can be relatively simple. For these kits
(Figures 1 & 2), I first burnished the armor pieces with steel wool. I then put a
nylon brush tip in a Dremel tool and polished the metal while still unassembled.
Once polished I “stain” the metal
with oils (Sepia, Blue Black, etc.). Rembrandt’s Sepia Extra is great for the initial “staining” of metal and I’ll apply it in
generous amounts. I then remove the
sepia with a combination of brushes and
cotton swabs, trying to feather the paint
away from highlight areas while leaving
enough in the recesses.
After the initial sepia application
dried, I used Ivory Black to pick out the
detail and “shadow” the armor after the
initial application had dried.
After the Ivory Black dried, I used
Gunze Sangyo Smoke (acrylic) in thinned
amounts as an overcoat. This creates
more uniformity and the smoke tint is
very complimentary to the Sepia. In
some recessed areas the Gunze Sangyo
can be too shiny, so I added some more
Ivory Black to tone this down.
In Figure 2 the horse armor castings
were a little rougher than on the figure,
and so I gave this a more “used” look by
using more paint and shading to reflect
lower quality plate and less maintenance. The mail was easily painted with
a combination of washes and a Gunze
Sangyo overcoat.

Painting Plate Armor
Plate armor can be painted with a
wide range of finishes, from pristine
“museum quality” steel with filigree to
pitted iron with rough surfaces (Figure 3,
next page). Actual armor can take on a
beautiful high polish, but it doesn't stay
that way for long. Natural oxidation can
take away most of the shine and use in
the field takes care of the rest in short
order.
Unless you are depicting a parade
18

Figure 1. Showing polished breastplate, helmet, and sword.

Figure 2. Large mounted figure with all armor and ring mail
painted using the polish and stain technique.

or tournament harness, a satiny finish
will probably be more appropriate. An
exception would be where overlapping
plates are constantly rubbing against
each other: in these spots, go for super
highlights using a light or Chrome paint.
Always keep in mind the effects of
the climate and the rigors of wear on
armor in the field. Remember that rust
actually stains metal, and in so doing
gives it a degree of protection against
further rusting (hence russeted armor;
and blued and blackened armor--if not
painted, all were cases of artificially induced surface oxidation), so don’t forget
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P A I N T I N G M E TA L L I C S

(CONT…)
If you’re going for realism, stain
areas on your model that would be prone
to rust with burnt or raw umber "rubbed"
into the surface of the plate until the
edges feather-out clear. Then incrementally highlight from a darker base color to
a lighter, for example: Iron to Stainless
Steel to Silver (Figure 6).

Painting Mail

Figure 3. Armor showing variations of patina, weathering, ornamentation, and degree of polish.

to stain areas prone to rust with burnt or
raw umber “rubbed” into the surface of
the plate until the edges feather-out to
nothing.
Depending on the type of metal
you’re trying to recreate, you’ll need to
use different mediums starting with your
base coat.
For white metals (iron, steel, silver)
undercoat with Acrylic Black (Figure 4,
armor). For yellow metals (bronze, brass,

gold) undercoat with Light Brown or Gold
Ocher (Figure 4, helmet). Once the base
coat is dry, paint the armor according to
the metal type.
For white metals I use buffable metallic lacquer such as Gunze Sangyo Mr.
Metal. For yellow metals I usually use
non-buffable acrylic metal paints (Vallejo,
Andrea, Polly S) (Figure 5). AK Interactive now makes some that I am starting
to use and like.

Figure 4. Undercoat of acrylic black on the lorica segmentata
and an undercoat of gold ocher on bronze fittings

Figure 5. Lorica segmentata painted with Gunze Sangyo Mr.
Metal and an acrylic paint undercoat on the helmet.

19

The mail of the Viking in Figure 9
(next page) was done with Gunze Sanyo
Mr. Metal (Dark Iron), weathered with
oils, and highlighted with Stainless
Steel/Chrome Silver.
My first step was priming the entire
figure with Painter’s Touch Primer White
(#1981) but now I favor Tamiya’s Fine
Surface Primer. This Rustoleum product
can be found in most hardware stores
and Home Depot, Tamiya’s at most hobby shops and is more expensive. I’m a
little lazy this way, but if the detail had
warranted it I would of broken out my
Passche airbrush. After drying overnight
I undercoated the metal areas with Vallejo Black (Figure 7), making sure I thinned
the paint enough so that it would flow
into the many cracks and crevices of the
mail. I was more concerned with these
areas than with the exposed surfaces at

Figure 6. Nearly finished.
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P A I N T I N G M E TA L L I C S

Figure 7. Base coat of Vallejo Black on ring mail

this point. The next day I brushed on a
generous coat of Mr. Metal Dark Iron,
polished this with a stiff brush and Q-tips
after about a ½ hour, and let it set for a
day. The next day I added some Stainless Steel, polished, and highlighted a
few areas on the mail (shoulders, areas
that would see more wear) and the plate
on the helmet with some Chrome Silver.
I let this sit for a couple of days and
then stained the helmet by applying
Winsor and Newton Blue black. I let this
set for an hour or so and then being the
impatient guy I am I removed most of it
by a combination of a stiff dry brush and
q-tips. To the mail I applied a thin wash
of Rembrandt’s Sepia Extra. After letting
this set a day I came back and polished
the mail/helmet some more and added
some washes of Burnt Sienna/Venetian
Red to add a little weathering and rust.
After drying, I then highlighted again by
very lightly dry brushing some more
stainless steel/chrome silver, doing this
more heavily in the appropriate areas. I
alternated between weathering and highlighting several times until I was happy.
As a final touch I picked out the rivets
and cross bars on the helmet with a fine
line of thinned Blue/Black (Figure 8).
Additionally I painted the eyebrows and
nose guard with some gold printer’s ink,
weathered with Sepia. This sounds like
a lot of steps but it really goes fast. This
is how the figure looks now (Figure 9).

(CONT…)

Figure 8. Stained and weathered.

Painting Metallic Lacing (Braids, Piping, Epaulets, Cords, Emroidery, etc.)
Lace is not purely metallic. Many
painters mix metallic powders with paint.
I find some of the acrylic metallics work
well especially after being toned down
with washes.
Where I like to use my idea of a
“wash” is when trying to add depth to
areas of very fine detail, for example,
that found on a brass Napoleonic Shako
Plate, lace, regimental insignia, epaulettes/aiguillettes, the braiding on a Pelisse, trumpet cords, or other types of
items that may have fine filigree work. I
will thin an appropriate “shadow” color
and either apply it as a light wash to the
whole area or in localized areas as a
single line that flows into the nooks and
crannies or edges of the detail; in essence outlining an area that I want more
delineated. I usually will use a fine pointed brush to “dab” the thinned paint into
the areas where I want the pigment to
settle. I may come back later and retouch the highlights. This is similar but
more limited than the common practice
of a wash used by plastic modelers,
where copious amounts of thinned paint
is applied to a plane or piece of armor to
delineate those panel lines and/or nuts
and bolts. It can be used also for the
shading of the figures with these models,
but to me this is very easy to detect and
inadequate at best, as is the associated
20

Figure 9. Final with additional highlights.
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(CONT…)

Jacket with heavy silver lacing.

Examples of complicated and heavy lacing on uniform jackets.

dry brushing if done too heavy.
For gold metallic “lace” I use a base
of light brown, then cover with Jo Sonya
Acrylic gold, over-layered with washes of
Sepia. I then highlight with an acrylic or
enamel. With enamels I will not shake
the bottle but draw out the pigment at
the bottom and add as much carrier as I
need for the right consistency for brushing.
When using washes on metallics,
such as a Shako/Czapska/Bearskin
plate, around buttons or belt buckles,

care must be taken because the carrier
of metallics is usually “unstable” and
must at the very least be thoroughly dry
before using a solvent based thinner.
Less is better, or the metallics can run
into the uniform. Some of the new Andrea acrylic “inks” work well for this too
and will not destabilize the paint.
Note that powders and highlighting
can also get into areas you don’t want it
to, so you may have to mask parts of the
figure.
One advantage when using this on
21

metallic lace items or facings is that if
the lace is too brilliant, a wash can be
used to tone it down, similar to a glaze in
treatment. I’ve used Raw Umber, Burnt
Umber or Sepia in these types of applications. This may be heresy in some circles, but the technique works for me.
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Bronze scale armor

Miscellaneous Notes on Metallics
Painting Bronze
SNJ Spray Metal Bronze along with
their Bronze Polishing Powder works
well. Scoop up some paint from the bottom, taking some of the carrier, and get
it to a good consistency for brushing it on
the model. This paint dries very fast, so
working time is short and I used a large
brush and flowed it on with some limited
scrubbing action.
Shading and weather with both
burnt and raw umbers, you can apply
polishing powder and buff. You can also
add some verdigris in certain spots
where moisture can accumulate.

Printer’s Ink
Many modelers use printer’s ink. It’s
very popular for depicting metallic surfaces such as buttons, buckles, and
highlights. It can also be mixed into other
mediums for creating metallic effects in
other materials.
Be advised that printer’s ink is pure
pigment and it does NOT dry without
mixing in a drying agent. For extended
working time, use Liquin and a couple of
drops of Cobalt Drier.
For small items like buttons, mix in
either Floquil Crystal-Cote or the medium
out of the top of Humbrol or Testors Me-

(CONT…)

Figure with bronze breastplate

tallics.
Oil paints can be used to darken
and tint the inks. However, they are very
strong colors and tend to absorb a lot of
paint before you see a change in tone.

Arms & Armor Finishes
As stated previously, real armor can
have many types of finishes, depending
on the era and materials. Blued steel,
matte black, russeting, and browning
were common. Besides being attractive,
patination and painting also inhibited
rust on metal surfaces.
For armor preservation, vinegar &
oil was used to cause russeting, while
animal fat was used to create browning.
Heating metal produces a coloration
of the surface, which changes from yellow to purple to deep blue as the heat
increases. When taken out of the fire at
a particular temperature, the metal retains this color. Considerable skill is required to achieve a consistent and even
heat- patination of large areas (e.g., a
breastplate) or groups of objects (e.g., a
complete set of armor).
A favored color for armor, edged
weapons, and firearm barrels was a
deep blue, in a process is referred to as
""bluing."" A range of colors could also be
produced chemically, using a variety of
different recipes, such as a rich brown
22

Figure with bronze breastplate and helmet

color that was popular on firearm barrels
in the late eighteenth and nineteenth
century.

Clear Coats on Armor
A clear coat can bring out the
“sparklies”, ruining the no-grain effect
that is essential to pull off the look of
“real” metal. I’ve yet to find any metallic
paint or ink that could be visually improved by clearcoating.
Metallic paint contains tiny grains of
metal that make up the pigment. These
grains do not lay perfectly flat and side
by side. They overlap at different angles
and some may even be on edge. When
you clearcoat, the surface is made much
glossier, reflecting light more efficiently.
The grains of metal act like tiny mirrors
and bounce the light off in different directions depending on how they are angled. Even if totally invisible in an uncoated state, these grains will become apparent when clearcoated. Cheaper paints
with large metal grains will look like a
metal flake hot rod. Even the most finely
grained metallic paints will “sparkle”,
albeit much less.
Rather than clearcoat, try buffing.
Buffing imparts just enough gloss to
make the surace appear like solid metal
without being so reflective that the individual metal flakes can be seen. —DH
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MFCA 2019 S H OW R E P O RT

The Miniature Figure Collectors of
America (MFCA), founded in 1941, sponsors one of the oldest and largest shows
for figures in the United States. This
year’s show did not disappoint and was
held again at the Radisson in Philadelphia Northeast, although held a month
earlier than usual. While MFCA has not
posted numbers for the show, it seemed
as though there were just as many Friday
entries as there were in 2018. The Saturday entries seemed down, however, and
this may have been related to the storms
in the region. It goes without saying that
the quality of work on display continues
to improve in the hobby.
A number of NCMSS members attended with several entering displays.
Both Robert Huettner and Michael Pierce
brought some outstanding work along
with myself. Several other friends and
members of the club also attended. The
artist Preservation Group had their usual
table, and featured a book signing of
Doug Cohen’s about to be released volume on figure modeling. It sold out very
quickly but look forward to getting a
copy. Keith Rocco had a very impressive
display of his artwork, with some magnificent new releases. The vendor area
was full but sadly missed the presence
of Chuck Robinson and the Red Lancer,
along with Neal Das of Sentinel Miniatures. As many know Chuck passed
away after last year’s show and Neal was
involved in a traffic accident. All our best
for a speedy recovery! The Last Cavalry
and some others took up some of the
slack and offered some nice kits.
The Europeans were there in full
force this year and brought some outstanding displays, along with some of the
American stalwarts. Riccardo Ruberti
came away with Historical Best of Show
for his stunning diorama of charging
Sioux “Hostiles” (above), along with
some other show favorites. Ivo Preda’s
“Rise of Glory—Paris 1807” was astounding, along with many others. I will let the
figures do the talking in the following
MFCA Show Gallery...
—David H.
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Club website:
ncmssclub.org
Club Facebook:
NCMSS

B AC K P AG E
2019 NCMSS Officers
Commanding Officer
Burt Thompson
thompsonnu84@gmail.com

907-957-0607

Executive Officer
gyrinejoe@aol.com

Joe Bles

301-490-6769

Adjutant
bpchasseur@comcast.net

David Hoffman

240-912-6499

Paymaster
Darci Hoffman
dkdickens-h@comcast.net

240-912-6499

Show Chairman
Burt Thompson
Thompsonnu84@gmail.com

907-957-0607

Vendor Chairman
Granthberry@aol.com

Grant Berry

301-829-6110

Webmaster
modlrfleck@yahoo.com

Mike Fleckenstein 540-498-0162

Dispatch Editor
bpchasseur@comcast.net

David Hoffman

240-912-6499
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Advertising Policy
The Dispatch does not accept paid
advertising; but will accept, without
obligation and on a “first come-first
served” + space available contingency,
business cards or ads for miniature, toy
soldier, plastic model and similar shows
submitted by NCMSS members of other
clubs, associations, or businesses that
the NCMSS has an association with.
Ads for shows must be submitted by
the 15th of the month for a show scheduled for the following month. Business
cards may be submitted for continuous
running, subject to space availability.
Members may also submit sale/want
ads as desired. Ads or business cards in
compliance with this policy and printed
in The Dispatch do not represent an
official endorsement by the NCMSS.;
nor does NCMSS endorse specific
shows or vendors.

2019
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